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Application of Total Least Squares to the
Derivation of Closed-Form Green’s
Functions for Planar Layered Media
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Abstract—A new technique is presented for the numerical
derivation of closed-form expressions of spatial-domain Green’s
functions for multilayered media. In the new technique, the
spectral-domain Green’s functions are approximated by an
asymptotic term plus a ratio of two polynomials, the coefficients
of these two polynomials being determined via the method of
total least squares. The approximation makes it possible to obtain
closed-form expressions of the spatial-domain Green’s functions
consisting of a term containing the near-field singularities plus
a finite sum of Hankel functions. A judicious choice of the coef-
ficients of the spectral-domain polynomials prevents the Hankel
functions from introducing nonphysical singularities as the hor-
izontal separation between source and field points goes to zero.
The new numerical technique requires very few computational
resources, and it has the merit of providing single closed-form
approximations for the Green’s functions that are accurate both
in the near and far fields. A very good agreement has been found
when comparing the results obtained with the new technique
with those obtained via a numerically intensive computation of
Sommerfeld integrals.

Index Terms—Green’s functions, layered media, Sommerfeld in-
tegrals.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE application of the method of moments to the solution
of mixed-potential integral equations has proven to be a

powerful numerical tool in the analysis of planar circuits and
antennas [1], [2], as well as in the study of the scattering prop-
erties of objects that are partially/completely buried in earth [3],
[4]. In fact, current commercial software products that are exten-
sively used in the design of planar circuits and antennas (such as
Ansoft’s Ensemble, Zeland’s IE3D, and Agilent’s Momentum)
are based on a mixed-potential integral-equation approach. One
crucial step in the application of the method of moments to
mixed-potential integral equations is the numerical computation
of spatial-domain Green’s functions for the scalar and vector
potentials in multilayered media [5], [6]. These Green’s func-
tions can be expressed as infinite integrals of spectral-domain
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Green’s functions that are commonly known as Sommerfeld in-
tegrals. Owing to the slowly decaying and highly oscillating be-
havior of the functions to be integrated, the brute-force numer-
ical computation of Sommerfeld integrals is a time-consuming
process. Therefore, in order to save CPU time in the solution
of mixed-potential integral equations, an extensive research has
been carried out over the last two decades to accelerate the com-
putation of Sommerfeld integrals.

Some of the methods proposed for the fast computation of
Sommerfeld integrals are based on tailor-made numerical inte-
gration techniques. These techniques include the weighted-av-
erage algorithm [5], [7] and related extrapolation algorithms [8],
the integration along the imaginary axis of the spectral com-
plex plane [7], [9], the integration along the steepest descent
path [10], and the integration with a window function as a con-
volution kernel [11]. Although these techniques are all pow-
erful numerical tools for the computation of Sommerfeld inte-
grals, they have to be repeatedly used in the application of the
method of moments as the distance between source and field
points changes, which limits their numerical efficiency. One al-
ternative, which partially alleviates this problem, is to combine
numerical integration with the use of the fast Hankel transform
[12]. A different approach to the computation of Sommerfeld in-
tegrals is based on the application of asymptotic methods such
as the steepest descent method and the stationary phase method.
These methods lead to asymptotic closed-form expressions of
Green’s functions that are valid in a wide range of distances be-
tween source and field points (typically above one wavelength)
[10], [13], [14]. However, these expressions have been obtained
only for simple layered media containing two or three different
materials, and extension of the methods to layered media with
an arbitrary number of materials seems to be a difficult task.

One method that has reached a prominent position in the
computation of Green’s functions for multilayered media is the
discrete complex image method [15]–[31]. In this method, the
spectral-domain Green’s functions are approximated in terms
of certain functions for which Sommerfeld integrals can be ob-
tained in closed form. The method avoids numerical integration
and provides results that are valid in a wide range of distances
between source and field points. However, there is no common
agreement in the functions that should be used in the approxi-
mation of the spectral-domain Green’s functions. For some re-
searchers, the spectral-domain Green’s functions should be ex-
clusively approximated in terms of complex exponentials that
are fitted by means of the generalized pencil of functions or ma-
trix pencil method [18], [19], [25], [26], [28], [30], [31]. One
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drawback of this approach is that unpredictable large errors arise
in the far-field computation of the spatial-domain Green’s func-
tions [27], [30]–[32]. Recently, Yuan et al. [31] have found that
the value of (horizontal separation between source and field
points) marking the onset of far-field numerical errors can be
made much larger by increasing the number of complex expo-
nentials used in the approximations, but it may lead to a consid-
erable CPU time consumption (see [31, Table I]). In accordance
with the results shown in [27] and [29], the discrete complex
image method improves its stability when the complex expo-
nentials used in the approximations of the spectral Green’s func-
tions are accompanied by both a quasi-static term contributing
the near field and a surface-waves term accounting for the far
field. This is the approach originally proposed in [16] and fol-
lowed in [17], [20]–[24], [27], and [29]. The drawback of this
approach is that the surface-waves term contains poles of the
spectral-domain Green’s functions, as well as residues of the
Green’s functions at these poles, and the accurate determina-
tion of both the poles and the residues requires time-consuming
algorithms [24], [29]. It has also been stated that the Hankel
functions of the surface-waves term introduce near-field singu-
larities in the spatial-domain Green’s functions that do not exist
when source and field points are placed in different horizontal
planes of a multilayered media (i.e., when ) [20], [23],
[24]. Fortunately, this latter problem can be solved by using the
error analysis technique proposed in [29].

A few years ago, Okhmatovski and Cangellaris introduced
a new numerical method for the derivation of closed-form ex-
pressions for multilayered media Green’s functions [32]. In their
proposal, the spectral-domain Green’s functions are represented
in pole-residue form, and the poles and residues are numerically
computed by means of a finite-difference approximation of the
boundary value equations in the spectral domain. As a result of
this, the spatial-domain Green’s functions are expressed as fi-
nite series of Hankel functions representing cylindrical waves.
The main drawback of this method is that the computational cost
becomes very high in the near-field region since the number of
terms required for the accurate approximation of the Green’s
functions grows very quickly as . More recently, Can-
gellaris and his collaborators proposed an alternative formula-
tion of the method where the poles and residues of the spec-
tral-domain Green’s functions are computed by means of an it-
erative algorithm called the vector-fitting algorithm [33], [34].
Although this new approach makes it possible to reduce the
number of Hankel functions used in the approximation of the
spatial-domain Green’s functions, the vector-fitting algorithm
is computationally demanding and does not suffice to eliminate
the near-field numerical problems of the original method, as rec-
ognized in [34].

In this paper, a new numerical technique is presented for the
derivation of closed-form Green’s functions both in the spec-
tral and spatial domains. The technique borrows several ideas
from [32]–[34], but it does not share the drawbacks of the ap-
proaches followed in these papers. In the new technique, every
spectral-domain Green’s function is approximated in terms of
an asymptotic term plus a fraction of two polynomials. The
asymptotic terms are chosen in such a way that their spatial-do-
main counterparts account for the singular or quasi-singular be-

havior of the spatial-domain Green’s functions as [34],
[35]. Concerning the coefficients of the polynomials of the ap-
proximation, they are computed via the method of total least
squares following an approach similar to that reported in [36].
Once an explicit expression for the fraction of polynomials is
available, this expression is converted into a partial fraction ex-
pansion (pole-residue form), which makes it possible to write its
spatial counterpart as a short series of Hankel functions. These
Hankel functions introduce nonexisting singularities as ,
but these singularities are eliminated by suppressing some of
the polynomials coefficients. As a result, our technique leads to
single closed-form expressions of the spatial Green’s functions
that are accurate both in the near and far fields (i.e., in the whole
range of values of ), as it happens with the expressions of [29].
However, the CPU time required by the new technique is much
smaller than that required in [29] for the following two main
reasons.

• Although a singular-value decomposition is carried out by
both the method of total least squares in the new tech-
nique and the matrix pencil method in the discrete complex
image technique, the size of the matrix required by total
least squares in the new technique is much smaller than
that handled by the matrix pencil method in the discrete
complex image technique, which considerably reduces the
number of operations.

• The new technique only requires to compute the poles and
residues of a fraction of polynomials, which is much sim-
pler than computing the poles and residues of the spec-
tral-domain Green’s functions of an arbitrary multilayered
media [29].

This paper is organized as follows. The derivation of
closed-form expressions of multilayered media Green’s func-
tions is presented in Section II, which also describes in detail
the strategies followed for eliminating nonexisting singulari-
ties both in the spectral- and spatial-domain approximations.
Section III provides numerical results for the spatial-domain
Green’s functions of scalar and vector potentials both in the
near and far fields. These results are compared with results
obtained via numerical computation of Sommerfeld integrals,
and good agreement is found in all cases. Conclusions are
summarized in Section IV.

II. THEORY

Let be the coordinates of an arbitrary field point in
a multilayered substrate, and let be the coordinates
of an infinitesimal electric dipole source embedded in the mul-
tilayered substrate (since the treatment of magnetic sources is
analogous to that of electric sources by virtue of the duality prin-
ciple [6], only electric sources will be considered in this study).
With respect to a reference frame centered at the source point,
the radial and angular cylindrical coordinates of the field point
will be (see [6, eq. (36)])

(1)

(2)
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Among the different mixed-potential integral-equation for-
mulations [6], it will be the formulation C of Michalski and
Zheng [37] what will be used in this study. For the aforemen-
tioned electric source in a multilayered substrate, let be
a generic function representing either the corrected scalar po-
tential Green’s function of [37] or any of the diagonal ele-
ments of the corrected dyadic vector-potential Green’s function

of [37] ( is defined in terms of the traditional vector-po-
tential Green’s function and the so-called correction factor

). In the frame of formulation C, the functions
can be written as Sommerfeld integrals of the type [37]

(3)

where is the spectral-domain counterpart of ,
is the Bessel function of first kind and order zero, and

is an integration path in the first quadrant of the complex
-plane that detours around the poles and branch points of

(see [8, Fig. 1]).
Let be a generic function representing any of the

off-diagonal elements of . In formulation C, the functions
can be all expressed in terms of Sommerfeld integrals

of the type [37]

(4)

where is the spectral-domain counterpart of ,
or are multiplying factors ( appears in

and , and appears in and ), and is the
Bessel function of first kind and order 1.

In [32], Okhmatovski and Cangellaris used a finite-difference
scheme to prove that the spectral-domain functions and

can be approximately written as pole-residue finite se-
ries of the form

(5)

When (5) is introduced in (3) and (4), closed-form expres-
sions of and are obtained in terms of finite sums
of Hankel functions [32]. The problem with these finite sums
is that they require a very large value of for obtaining accu-
rate values of and as [32]. In an attempt
to overcome this problem, Kourkoulos and Cangellaris have re-
cently suggested that the Hankel functions series should be com-
bined with a closed-form quasi-static term accounting for the
near-field contributions to the Green’s functions [34]. Unfortu-
nately, the introduction of this quasi-static term does not always
suffice to solve the near-field convergence problems reported in
[32]. The origin of these numerical problems is that the Hankel

functions used in [32] and [34] introduce nonphysical singular-
ities as , which is a well-known phenomenon [20], [23],
[24], [29], [34]. If a quasi-static term is added to the Hankel
functions, as in [34], the near-field problems are only eliminated
in the particular cases where the Green’s functions are singular
as (e.g., shows this behavior when the source and
field points are in the same horizontal plane, i.e., when )
since, in those cases, the quasi-static term is also singular, and
this singularity dominates over the Hankel functions singulari-
ties [29]. However, when the Green’s functions are not singular
as (e.g., when the source and field points are in different
horizontal planes, i.e., when ), the quasi-static term is not
singular either and, therefore, it cannot mask the nonphysical
singularities introduced by the Hankel functions.

In the following, a new approach is proposed for calculating
closed-form spatial-domain Green’s functions. Our proposal is
similar to that of [34], but does not suffer from inaccuracies
related to Hankel functions singularities. In the new approach,
the spectral-domain Green’s functions and are
written as

(6)

where denotes the asymptotic behaviors
of for large values of . Note that, in (6),
every spectral-domain Green’s function is approximated by
means of the pole-residue representation of (5) plus one asymp-
totic term. In accordance with the explanations of [38], the
asymptotic terms and determine the behavior
of and in the vicinity of , respectively.
If (6) is to provide an accurate closed-form representation of
the spatial-domain Green’s functions, the asymptotic terms

have to satisfy the following conditions.
• They must have closed-form inverse Hankel transforms,

i.e., the Sommerfeld integrals arising from the introduction
of in (3) and (4) must have closed-form
expressions.

• Their spatial-domain counterpart should reproduce the sin-
gular or quasi-singular behavior of and as

.
• They should not have spectral-domain singularities dif-

ferent from those of and .
The asymptotic expressions defined in [34] and [35] for the

spectral-domain Green’s functions of a source in a multilayered
substrate are good candidates for since they
fulfill the first two conditions (they have a closed-form inverse
Hankel transform and they account for spatial-domain near-field
singularities). However, they do not satisfy the third condition.
In fact, the spectral asymptotic expressions proposed in [34]
and [35] have “additional” singularities (either at or
at , where is the free-space wavenumber and

and are the relative permittivity and permeability of the
source layer) that are not present in and . Thus,
the direct use of the spectral asymptotic expressions of [34] and
[35] in (6) would raise numerical inaccuracies. Demuynck et al.
addressed a possible solution to the problem of singularities in
the spectral asymptotic expressions. Their solution consists of
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multiplying these expressions by a factor that cancels out the
“additional” singularities and, at the same time, keeps the same
asymptotic behavior for large [38]. In this paper, we have
applied the cancellation technique of [38] to the asymptotic ex-
pressions of [35], and the new resulting asymptotic expressions
have been adopted for playing the role of
in (6). These new asymptotic expressions are no longer singular
and satisfy the aforementioned three conditions. In Appendix I,
the expressions of are presented in the
particular case of the spectral-domain Green’s functions for a
simple one-layer microstrip structure.

Once the asymptotic terms of (6) have
been chosen, the coefficients and ( ;

) have to be obtained. In [32], these coefficients are
computed by means of a quasi-analytical method resulting from
a finite-difference scheme. However, Kourkoulos and Cangel-
laris [34] employ an iterative numerical algorithm (the vector-
fitting algorithm) based on pole relocation of complex starting
poles [39]. In this paper, the approach used for the computa-
tion of and is also numerical, and it is based on the
method of total least squares. In order to apply this method, the
pole-residue term of (6) must be written as a fraction of two
polynomials [36] as follows:

(7)

where and are polynomials in the vari-
able of degrees and , respectively. These two poly-
nomials can be written as

(8)

(9)

where and are unknown coefficients that are related
to the coefficients and of (6). When (8) and (9) are
introduced in (7), and the resulting expression is multiplied by

, it is obtained after some rearrangements that

(10)

Each of the equations of (10) poses one problem of linear pa-
rameter estimation with unknown parameters and , and
for each of these problems, there is a best solution in the total
least squares sense. In order to obtain that solution, the approx-
imate expression of (10) is enforced to be exactly satisfied at

different values of the complex variable ,
, which yields an overdetermined system

of linear equations. As explained in [40], this linear system of

Fig. 1. Path chosen in the complex k =k -plane when applying the method of
total least squares to (10).

equations can be solved via a singular-value decomposition for
obtaining the minimum total least squares solution. Since the
spectral-domain Green’s functions of lossless multilayered sub-
strates have surface-wave singularities and branch-point singu-
larities along the real axis of the complex -plane [5], in the
application of the method of total least squares, it is convenient
to sample (10) along a path in the complex -plane that detours
around the singularities [16]. In this study, we have chosen a
path, i.e., , that satisfies this last condition and that asymptot-
ically approaches the real axis of the -plane; specifically

(11)

where determines the maximum imaginary value taken by the
path. The path defined by (11) is shown in Fig. 1. In our expe-
rience, a good choice is to take and
in (11), where is the maximum wavenumber among the
layers of the multilayered substrate. Anyway, numerical simu-
lations have proven that the results obtained via the method of
total least squares (see Section III) are not appreciably sensitive
to slight variations in the aforementioned values of and .

Once a total least squares solution has been obtained for the
coefficients and of (10), the coefficients of (6) (i.e.,
the squared poles of the pole-residue term) can be determined as
the complex roots of the polynomial . These roots can
be readily extracted from the polynomial coefficients by com-
puting the eigenvalues of the companion matrix, as explained in
[41]. The coefficients can also be obtained in terms of
by using the standard residue definition

(12)

Regarding the computation of the coefficients and of
(6), the application of the method of total least squares has two
advantages over the vector-fitting algorithm [34]. First, whereas
the method of total least squares generates the poles and residues
in one step, the vector-fitting algorithm carries out an iterative
search, the computation time required by each iteration being
comparable to that required by the method of total least squares
as a whole. The second advantage is that the method of total
least squares gives an estimate for (the number of terms re-
tained in the pole-residue series) from the number of nonzero
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singular values obtained in the singular-value decomposition
[36]. In Section III, it will be shown that values of lower than
13 have always been found sufficient to obtain accurate approxi-
mations of . These values of are certainly
smaller than those handled in [33] and [34], and considerably
smaller than those reported in [32].

When the approximation proposed in (6) is introduced in (3)
and (4), and the Sommerfeld integrals are calculated [42], the
following expressions are obtained:

(13)

(14)

where are Hankel functions of the second
kind and order , and and can be written in
closed form in terms of functions of the type shown in (45) and
(47). As mentioned above, the complex roots of the polynomial

provide the numerical values of ( ;

). Since the complex numbers and

( ; ) are all poles of [see (6)], the
sign of the poles used in (13) and (14) has to be chosen in
such a way that , which ensures that the
solution obtained for and fulfills the causality
and radiation conditions [34].

As commented above, the functions and of
(13) and (14) reproduce the behavior of and as

. In fact, and may have singularities as
, and these singularities coincide with those of

and (as stated above, the singularities may be present
when the source and field points are in the same horizontal plane

, but they never appear when the source and field points
are in different horizontal planes ). The Hankel functions

and of (13) and (14) also have singu-
larities as , but these singularities are not shared by
and , and this may have a detrimental effect on the accu-
racy of (13) and (14) as [20], [23], [24]. In the remainder
of this section, it will be shown that the coefficients can
be chosen in such a way that the sums of Hankel functions of
(13) and (14) have a nonsingular smooth behavior in the vicinity
of . In that case, the series of Hankel functions will not
mask the correct behavior of and as , which
is provided by and .

In order to show the problem of Hankel functions singularities
in the case of (13), the following expansion of as

[43] is used:

(15)

where is Euler’s constant [43]. If (15) is introduced in (13),
the following expansion of as is obtained:

(16)

Equation (16) shows that the Hankel functions of (13) introduce
a logarithmic singularity as . However, note that this log-
arithmic singularity can be suppressed if is en-
forced. Looking at (6) and (7), the sum can be re-
lated to the coefficients of the polynomial in the
following way:

(17)

Therefore, if is enforced, the coefficient
of must be set to zero. According to this result,
in order to avoid the effect of Hankel functions singularities as

in (13), a polynomial in of degree should be
used in the numerator of the approximation (7) of . Thus,
it is convenient to approximate as

(18)

where

(19)

The procedure designed for avoiding the effect of Hankel func-
tions singularities in (13) can also be applied to (14). In this
latter case, the analysis of the singularities suggests to use the
following expansion of the functions as
[43]:

(20)
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Equation (20) must then be introduced in (14) in order to obtain
the expansion of as

(21)

Equation (21) shows that the Hankel functions of (14) introduce
a singularity of the type as . This singularity can
be eliminated provided that is enforced. How-
ever, this condition does not always suffice to ensure that the
Hankel functions of (14) do not mask the behavior of
as . In fact, since as and
(see [21, eq. (24)]) and
as and , may tend to
zero faster than as . If

has to go to zero faster than
(or at least with the same decay rate), it is then necessary that
not only in (21), but also .
The two finite sums and can be
related to the coefficients of the polynomial in
the following way:

(22)

(23)

Therefore, if and are both
enforced, the coefficients and of
must be set to zero. In conclusion, in order to avoid the effect
of Hankel functions singularities in the approximation (14) of

as , the polynomial of the numerator in the
approximation (7) of has to be a polynomial in of

Fig. 2. One-layer substrate microstrip structure studied in this paper. The
source point is in the air.

degree . Thus, the approximation of should be
written as

(24)

where

(25)

It should be noted that the pole-residue terms of (6) and (7) were
originally proposed to decay at a rate for large . How-
ever, in order to avoid problems in the approximation of the spa-
tial-domain Green’s functions as , it has now been proven
that the pole-residue term of should decay at a rate
for large , and the pole-residue term of at a rate .
This conclusion can be connected with the error analysis car-
ried out in [29] where it was shown that singularity problems
encountered for in the application of the discrete com-
plex image method can be solved when the surface-wave term of

decays at a rate for large , and the surface-wave
term of decays at a rate . Whereas the former result
is coherent with that obtained in this paper, there is a discrep-
ancy in the latter result. In our opinion, the decay rate imposed
in [29] to the surface-wave term of may be stricter than
necessary. In fact, if that surface-wave term is enforced to decay
at a rate , this may probably suffice to eliminate the singu-
larity problems discussed in [29].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For demonstrative purposes, the method of Section II has
been applied to the computation of the Green’s functions of the
simple microstrip structure of Fig. 2 when the value of the rela-
tive permittivity is and the value of the substrate thick-
ness is mm. The results are presented in Figs. 3–11.

Fig. 3 shows results for the spectral-domain scalar potential
Green’s function along the path of Fig. 1. An excellent agree-
ment is found when the exact values of the spectral-domain
Green’s function are compared with the values arising from the
application of the method of total least squares (18) (in all the
figures in this section, the results obtained via the method of total
least squares will be denoted as TLS). The differences between
the two sets of results are always found to be below 0.03%.
Since the approximation provided by the spectral-domain ex-
pression (18) is very accurate, the approximation provided by
its spatial-domain counterpart (13) should also be very accu-
rate. This is verified in Fig. 4 where the results obtained with the
closed-form expression (13) are compared with results obtained
via numerical integration of Sommerfeld integrals. Again, the
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Fig. 3. Real and imaginary parts of spectral-domain Green’s function K
along path C of Fig. 1. The exact results (solid and dashed line) are com-
pared with those obtained via the method of TLS following (18) (�, �).
f = 4:075 GHz, z = z = 0, A = 0:1, T = 2:2,M = 12,N = 27.

Fig. 4. Magnitude of the spatial-domain Green’s functionK . Numerical inte-
gration results (�) are compared with those obtained via (13) when c =
0 (�). f = 4:075GHz, z = z = 0, A = 0:1, T = 2:2,M = 12,N = 27.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of the maximum relative error detected along path C of
(11) in the total least squares approximation of K in Fig. 3. The maximum
relative error is plotted versus the number of pole-residue terms retained in (6)
(A = 0:1, T = 2:2, N = 2M + 3).

agreement between the two sets of results is excellent for both
small and large values of . The structure studied in Figs. 3 and
4 has already been analyzed in [9, Fig. 6(a)]. This structure was
claimed to be troublesome because the spectral-domain Green’s
function has a pole in the real axis of the complex -plane
that is very close to the branch point at . According to
[9], this has an influence on the terms contributing the far-field
behavior of the spatial-domain Green’s function. Fortunately,
Figs. 3 and 4 clearly show that the aforementioned problem does

Fig. 6. Real and imaginary parts of spectral-domain Green’s function K
along path C of Fig. 1. The exact results (solid and dashed lines) are compared
with those obtained via (18) (�,�). f = 25GHz, z = 0:5mm, z = �0:5mm,
A = 0:1, T = 2:5, M = 12, N = 27.

Fig. 7. Magnitude of the spatial-domain Green’s function K . Numerical
integration results (�) are compared with those obtained via (13) when
c = 0 (�). f = 25 GHz, z = 0:5 mm, z = �0:5 mm, A = 0:1,
T = 2:5, M = 12, N = 27.

Fig. 8. Magnitude of the spatial-domain Green’s function K . The results
obtained via (13) when c = 0 (�) are compared with those obtained via
(13) when c 6= 0 (�). f = 25 GHz, z = 0:5 mm, z = �0:5 mm,
A = 0:1, T = 2:5, M = 12, N = 27.

not affect the approximations provided by (13) and (18). Fig. 4
shows that only 12 Hankel functions are needed in (13) for ob-
taining accurate values of the spatial-domain Green’s function
along six decades of the variable , and this number of Hankel
functions is roughly half of that handled in [34] for a similar ac-
curacy, and one order of magnitude smaller than that handled in
[32]. The computation of the total least squares results plotted
in Fig. 4 also requires the singular-value decomposition of a
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Fig. 9. Real and imaginary parts of spectral-domain Green’s function K
along path C of Fig. 1. The exact results (solid and dashed line) are compared
with those obtained via (24) (�, �). f = 11 GHz, z = 1 mm, z = 0 mm,
A = 0:1, T = 2:3, M = 13, N = 29.

Fig. 10. Magnitude of the spatial-domain Green’s function K . Numerical
integration results (�) are compared with those obtained via (14) when
c = c = 0 (�), and with those obtained via (14) when
c 6= 0 and c 6= 0 (�). f = 11 GHz, z = 1 mm, z = 0 mm,
A = 0:1, T = 2:3, M = 13, N = 29.

Fig. 11. Magnitude of the spatial-domain Green’s function K . Numerical
integration results (�) are compared with those obtained via (14) when
c = c = 0 (�). f = 11 GHz, z = z = 0 mm, A = 0:1,
T = 2:3, M = 13, N = 29.

24 27 matrix. According to [32, Sec. V], this singular-value
decomposition needs a computation time that is considerably
smaller than that needed by the singular-value decomposition
of the matrices usually involved in the application of both the
discrete complex image method and the method of [32].

In Fig. 5, the maximum relative error made in the TLS ap-
proximation of the spectral Green’s function of Fig. 3 is
plotted as a function of [ denotes the number of pole-
residue terms used in (6)]. This maximum relative error is ob-
tained by computing the relative error between the exact and
approximate values of along 200 points of the path of
Fig. 1. The results of Fig. 5 show that the accuracy of the ap-
proximation obtained via (18) increases as increases, and
the maximum relative error remains below 0.1% for .
Values of are not shown because there appear zero
singular values in the corresponding singular-value decompo-
sitions. It has then been checked that the method of total least
squares has a robust convergence pattern concerning the number
of pole-residue terms included in the approximation of the spec-
tral-domain Green’s functions.

Fig. 6 shows the component of the spectral-domain
vector-potential Green’s function along the path of Fig. 1.
The exact values of are compared with the values provided
by (18), and excellent agreement is found (relative errors less
than 0.1%). At the operating frequency GHz, the spec-
tral-domain Green’s function presents three TE poles on
the real axis of the complex -plane [7]. The three poles can
be identified as peaks of the real and imaginary parts of
in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the spatial-domain counterpart of the
spectral-domain Green’s function approximated via (18).
This spatial-domain counterpart is compared with the values of

obtained via numerical integration of Sommerfeld inte-
grals, and good agreement is found along eight decades of the
variable . Note that the spatial-domain Green’s function
plotted in Fig. 4 has a singularity of the type as (in
that case, the source and field points are in the same horizontal
plane), but the spatial-domain Green’s function of Fig. 7
is not singular as (the source and field points are now in
different horizontal planes). As commented upon in Section II,
in order to obtain an accurate approximation of via (13) for
the case treated in Fig. 7, it is crucial to remove the logarithmic
singularity of the Hankel functions as . Fig. 8 shows the
results obtained for via the method of Section II when the
Hankel functions singularity is removed , and
when it is not removed . As shown in Fig. 7,
the results obtained when match those obtained
from numerical integration and, therefore, they can be assumed
to be virtually correct. However, the results obtained when

in Fig. 8 are not correct because they deviate from
those obtained when for . In fact,
the smaller the value of , the larger the deviation is. Fig. 8
shows that the curve obtained for the case becomes
a straight line with negative slope for . Since the
vertical scale in Fig. 8 is linear and the horizontal scale is
logarithmic, this fact points out that the approximation obtained
for in the case has a logarithmic singularity
[which has not been removed from the Hankel functions of
(13)]. This logarithmic singularity is not present in , and
justifies why the approximation obtained for in the case

is not correct.
Whereas Fig. 8 illustrates how the technique of Section II pro-

vides accurate closed-form expressions of the spatial-domain
Green’s functions for small , Table I(A) and (B) is introduced
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED POLES AND RESIDUES OF THE SPECTRAL-DOMAIN GREEN’S FUNCTION K (k ) STUDIED IN FIG. 6.

(A) RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING THE APPROXIMATED EXPRESSION OF (18). (B) RESULTS OBTAINED

BY USING THE EXACT EXPRESSION VIA A NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

to explain why these closed-form expressions are accurate for
large . Table I(A) and (B) is similar to [34, Table I]. Table I(A)
shows the normalized poles and the normalized residues of the
approximate expression of obtained via (18) for the struc-
ture of Figs. 6–8 (in accordance with (6), the residue of this ap-
proximate expression of at the pole will be given by

). The sign of these poles and residues has been
chosen so that they can be used in the finite series of Hankel
functions of (13). Since for
large , the Hankel functions of (13) involving poles with
large negative imaginary part will be negligible for large , and
those Hankel functions involving poles with very small
imaginary part will not be negligible. In Table I(A), the imagi-
nary part of poles 5, 7, and 8 are at least seven orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the remaining ones. Therefore, the Hankel
functions involving these three poles will prevail over the rest of
Hankel functions of (13) for large . The three Hankel functions
will also prevail over the function of (13) for large [the
behavior of these Hankel functions is of the type , whereas
that of is of the type , as can be demonstrated from
(45)]. Thus, the approximate expression given by (13) for the
Green’s function of Fig. 7 in the far-field region will be
dominated by a linear combination of the three Hankel functions
involving poles 5, 7, and 8 of Table I(A). As is well known, an
asymptotic analysis of the Sommerfeld integral (3) for large
shows that the far-field expression of can be expressed as
a linear combination of Hankel functions involving the poles of
the exact spectral-domain Green’s function on the real axis
of the proper sheet of the complex -plane, and each of these
Hankel functions is weighted by the residue of at the cor-
responding pole (this linear combination of Hankel functions is,
for instance, the term of [9, eqs. (3) and (4)]). The values of
these poles and residues have been computed for the particular
spectral-domain Green’s function of Fig. 6 by means of an ap-
propriate numerical algorithm [44], and the results are shown
in Table I(B). The comparison of Table I(A) and (B) points out

that the real part of poles 5, 7, and 8 of Table I(A) coincide with
those of the poles of Table I(B) within six significant figures.
The real part of the residues at the aforementioned poles also co-
incide within four significant figures. Since the imaginary parts
of all these poles and residues are negligible, the expression of

inferred from (13) for large matches with high accuracy
the equivalent asymptotic closed-form expression arising from
the Sommerfeld integral of (3). This coincidence in the approx-
imate and exact asymptotic expressions justifies that the results
obtained for the spatial-domain Green’s functions in Figs. 4 and
7 are not only accurate for small , but also for large . Coming
back to the discussion on the poles and residues 5, 7, and 8 of
Table I(A) and those of Table I(B), it should be pointed out that
the imaginary part of all these poles and residues should be zero.
However, it is not zero owing to the finite precision of the nu-
merical algorithms employed [34]. For practical purposes, this
imaginary part is negligible and has been set to zero in the de-
termination of the values of of Fig. 7 by means of (13).
Please note that the imaginary part of pole 5 of Table I(A) is
positive, which seems to contradict the criterion proposed for
the choice of the poles used in (13) and (14). Again, this situ-
ation is a consequence of the finite precision of the method of
total least squares, and it may occur when we apply the method
to a lossless medium (such as that shown in Fig. 2) and one com-
plex root of the polynomial has a very small
imaginary part (i.e., when ). In such
a case, the sign of the pole to be used in (13) and (14)
must be chosen so that since this pole tries to
match a real pole of the original spectral-domain Green’s func-
tion, and the corresponding Hankel function represents a trav-
eling cylindrical wave with positive phase velocity (a conse-
quence of this choice is that may be positive as it hap-
pens with pole 5 of Table I). In this paper, we have only used
this modified criterion for the choice of the sign of when

and the medium is lossless. Nu-
merical simulations have shown that, in the case of practical
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Fig. 12. Magnitude of spatial-domain Green’s functions for the four-layer sub-
strate microstrip structure shown in [24, Fig. 1]. Numerical integration results
(�) are compared with those obtained via (13) when c = 0 and via (14)
when c = c = 0 (solid lines). f = 11 GHz, z = 0:4 mm,
z = 1:4 mm, A = 0:1, T = 3:7, M = 13, N = 29.

lossy media, the standard criterion for the choice of the sign
of applies, and all the poles used in (13) and (14) turn out
to have a negative imaginary part. In the lossy case, the poles
that control the far-field behavior of the spatial-domain Green’s
functions [i.e., the poles that play the role of 5, 7, and 8 in
Table I(A)] also match with great accuracy the corresponding
poles of the exact spectral-domain Green’s functions [i.e., the
poles that play the role of the poles in Table I(B)] both in the
real and imaginary parts.

In Fig. 9, results are presented for the component of the
spectral-domain vector-potential Green’s function along the
path of Fig. 1. The exact values of are compared with
the values provided by (24), and excellent agreement is found
once again. In this case, the spectral-domain Green’s function

has two TM poles and one TE pole on the real axis of the
complex -plane [7]. Fig. 10 shows the spatial counterpart
of the spectral-domain Green’s function plotted in Fig. 9.
Specifically, Fig. 10 shows the results of obtained from
(14) when the Hankel functions singularities are removed, and
also when these singularities are not removed. The two sets
of results are compared with results obtained via numerical
integration of Sommerfeld integrals. As happens with the
Green’s functions plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, the Green’s function

plotted in Fig. 10 is not singular as . Owing to this,
the results shown in Fig. 10 when (i.e.,
when the singularities are removed) are very accurate along
eight decades of the variable , whereas the results obtained
when and (the singularities are not
removed) are incorrect for . The comparison of
Figs. 8 and 10 shows that the error found in the approximation
of when the singularities are not removed is much larger
than that found in the approximation of . This fact can be
attributed to the -type singularity of the Hankel functions

, which is much stronger than the logarithmic
singularity of the Hankel functions . In Fig. 11,
we show another plot of in the particular case where this
Green’s function component is singular as (which occurs
when the source and field points are placed at the air-dielectric
interface of Fig. 2 as pointed out in [21] and [22]). Note that

the values of obtained via (14) match those obtained by
means of numerical integration both for low and for large .
In fact, the singularity of the type as [21] is very
well reproduced by the function of (14).

Finally, Fig. 12 shows results for the spatial-domain Green’s
functions of the four-layer microstrip structure analyzed in [24,
Fig. 1]. The source point is in the second layer and the field
point is in the fourth layer. The Green’s functions of Fig. 12
are also plotted in [24, Fig. 3]. It can be checked that excellent
agreement exists between the results of [24], the results obtained
by means of the closed-form expressions of (13) and (14), and
the results obtained via numerical integration of Sommerfeld
integrals. This clearly demonstrates that the technique presented
here is also valid and very accurate for the computation of the
Green’s functions of arbitrary multilayered media.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A new systematic technique has been introduced for the de-
termination of closed-form expressions of the spatial-domain
Green’s functions for the scalar and vector potentials associ-
ated with the application of the mixed-potential integral equa-
tion in multilayered media. In the new technique, the Green’s
functions are fitted by means of a near-field term plus a finite
sum of Hankel functions. The fitting coefficients are obtained by
applying the method of total least squares. In the fitting process,
special care is taken to remove the singularities of the Hankel
functions as the horizontal separation between source and field
points goes to zero. The results obtained with the new tech-
nique have been compared with numerical integration results.
Excellent agreement has been found between the two sets of
results both in the near- and the far-field regions. The removal
of Hankel functions singularities has proven to be crucial for
obtaining accurate results for the near field. Concerning the far
field, the leading terms of the closed-form expressions have been
found to match those obtained via analytic asymptotic tech-
niques. A key point of the current technique is that it provides
accurate results for a very wide range of distances with a com-
putational expense that may be considerably smaller than that
required by related previous techniques.

APPENDIX

The expressions of the spectral Green’s functions , as well

as the elements of the spectral dyadic Green’s function for
the one-layer substrate microstrip structure of Fig. 2 are pre-
sented here. Also included are the asymptotic expressions of the
spectral Green’s functions that have been employed in (18) and
(24) for obtaining the numerical results of Section III.

The spectral scalar potential Green’s function is given by
the following:

(26)
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(27)

where and . The asymptotic

expressions of can then be written as

(28)

(29)

where (in an arbitrary multilayered medium
should be taken as , with being the max-

imum wavenumber among the layers of the medium [38]). Note
that the factor has been deliberately introduced in
(28) and (29) in order to avoid the singularity of the function

when [38]. Since the function is not singular
when , the function should not be singular either

[remember that is involved in the approximation of , as
shown in (6)].

The diagonal elements of are and [37]. The
expressions of can be written as

(30)

(31)

and the asymptotic expressions of are given by

(32)

(33)

The expressions of are

(34)

(35)

and the asymptotic expressions of are

(36)

(37)

The off-diagonal elements of are , , , and
[37]. The expressions of and are

(38)

(39)

where and are the Cartesian spectral variables associ-
ated with and , respectively (and related to via

). The asymptotic expressions of and are

(40)

(41)
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Once again, the factor has been introduced in (40)
and (41) to avoid that and are singular when

[38]. Finally, and are related
to and by means of

(42)

(43)

and, as a consequence of these relations, and
.

Looking at (28), (29), (32), (33), (36), and (37), it can be ob-
served that the functions denoted in this paper by (i.e.,

, and ) are all linear combinations of functions
of the type

(44)

where . It means that the functions of (13) will
all be linear combinations of functions of the type [42]

(45)

If , the functions show a singularity of the type
as . In accordance with (28), (29), (32), (33), (36), and
(37), this means that, in the case , the functions
will show the same singularity as . According to (3) and
(13), the singularity will also be present in , which is in
agreement with the near-field behavior of described in
[20].

According to (40) and (41), the functions denoted
in this paper by (i.e., and

) are functions of the type

(46)

where . Therefore, the functions of (14) will be

functions of the type [42]

(47)

It can be shown that as and , but
as and . Looking at (40) and (41),

this means that in the case (i.e., the source and
field and points are placed at the interface between the air and
the dielectric layer in Fig. 2), the functions will show
a singularity of the type as . According to (4) and
(14), this singularity will be reproduced in , which is in
agreement with the behavior of predicted in [21].
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